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EDITORIAL
The

most

recent

implementation

development

of

our

beloved

of

our

Aqa

community

Moula

(TUS)’s

is

the

Twelve

Umoors. As Mumineen, we have evolved closer together to
work towards a higher purpose and are now coming up with
several more initiatives that are each better than ever before.

Safina, the official newsletter of Saifee Nagar, Bangalore, is
one

such

initiative

under

one

of

these

twelve

-

Umoor

Taalimiyah. We aim to bring to light all of the progress we are
making as a community, whether it is in terms of Hifz, Art, or
the development of our school. We also aspire to create a
fun, enjoyable, and informative read for our audience.

The theme of this edition is ‘Abyad’, the colour white. To us, it
represents a fresh start on a blank page. The colour connotes
the concepts of peace, purity, and innocence. With this, we
hope that you enjoy leafing through Safina as much as we
have enjoyed compiling it.
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AMIL SAAB'S
NOTE

Salaam e Jameel!
It has been six months now, living in a land blessed by Syedna Mufaddal
Saifuddin TUS. Although having been here less than a year, Saifee
Nagar has already established itself as my best Mauze till date. A land
which has witnessed people sailing through its waters a few years back
is now sailing through Ilm-e -Aale Mohammed AS in the heavenly abode
of Mohammedi Masjid. The source of Al Ilm, The Qur’an e Majeed is
being memorised whilst the Madrasah is trying hard to give the little kids
a ride through Al Ilm to nurture their souls and give them an enriched
life. Mumineen too are keen to sail through Al Ilm through Asbaaq and
Hifz-ul-Qur’an,

while

Faiz

ul

Mawaid

reaches

each

mumin’s

house

loaded with barakaat. Saifee Nagar surely is the place to live.

It’s my humble dua in THE FIRST EDITION of SAFINA,that may Saifee
Nagar keep sailing through knowledge, prosperity, and happiness till
eternity by the innumerable blessings of Aqa Maula TUS. May Allah
Subhanahu grant Aqa Maula TUS a life filled with Sehhat and Aafiyat till
Roz-e-Qayamat, Aameen.
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KALEMAAT
NOORANIYAH
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DADIMA NA
NUSKHAO
Staying healthy and active in the winter season is quite challenging. Cold wind and
gradual dip in the temperature can make anyone sick, especially if your immune
system is not that strong. Falling sick can be very irritating and can hamper your work
for days. But you cannot confine yourself within four walls during the winter months.

This is where dadi ma na nuskhao comes in handy!

1.HALDI DOODH A DAY KEEPS THE COLD AND FLU AWAY!
Most people drink coffee or tea to stay warm during the winter season. But
caffeinated drinks do not help you that much. This season, give up on your
warm cup of coffee and include healthy turmeric milk (Haldi doodh!). Drinking
turmeric milk or golden milk every day will keep you safe from nasty cold and
flu. You can also add some spices like cinnamon powder and cardamom
powder in your drink to make it more effective.

2. NARIYAL NU TEL KEEPS YOUR HAIR SOFT EVEN IN A PONYTAIL.
Dry and frizzy hair is another common issue during the winter season. The cold
wind takes away all the moisture from your hair. Use coconut oil (Nariyal nu
tel) to nourish and strengthen your hair during this season. Take a few drops of
coconut oil on your fingertips and massage your scalp with it. Massaging with
coconut oil will make your hair strong and shiny.

3.ACTIVE RAHO, EXERCISE KARO!
To stay healthy in any season, it is crucial to stay active. It is a little difficult
to get up in the morning and go for a walk in winter, but you have to do it to
stay fit. You can also perform yoga at home if you do not like to go out. The
main agenda is to stay active no matter what kind of exercise you perform.

We hope these simple tips help you during the winter season, thanking all
the lovely dadi’s and nani’s out there for being the best tips and tricks
givers!
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LAZEEZ RASOI
-Taha Moochhala

@a.beardedchef

American Lamb Cheeseburgers
It is always wonderful to have guests over at your house. It's common in every
Bohra household not to let them leave with an empty stomach. One such
recipe

that

I

am

sure

will

be

a

crowd

pleaser

is

the

American

Lamb

Cheeseburger. Tender, succulent lamb patties with fresh coleslaw, lettuce and
jalapenos between lightly toasted, buttery burger buns (try saying that ten
times fast!)

Prep time: 20 min (10 min for the lamp patty, marinate a day before making the
burger)
Cooking time: 15 min
Servings: 3 burgers

Ingredients
For the Burger:

Lamb (minced)
Egg
Butter

250g
1 no.
for basting (culinary technique for moistening
the surface of roasting meat)

Salt

to taste

Rosemary (dry)

¾ tsp
¼ tsp

Cheese

3 slices

Pepper

Jalapenos (pickled)
Burger buns (medium sized)

a handful
3 nos.
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For the Coleslaw:

White cabbage (chopped)
Red cabbage (chopped)
Capsicum (sliced)
Carrots (grated)
Washington apple (sliced)

1 cup

¾ cup
¼ cup
½ cup
¼ no

Mayonnaise

100ml

Mustard

½ tsp

Salt

to taste

For the Onion Rings :
Oil

for frying

Onion (cut in nrigs)

1 (large)

Flour

1

Salt

a pinch

Soda water
Baking powder
Garlic powder (optional)

½ cup

100-200ml

½ tsp
¼ tsp

Directions
Burger:

1.

In a bowl, mix the minced lamb (kheema), egg, salt, pepper and rosemary.

Shape the mixture into patties according to the size of the bun and refrigerate
the patties for at least twelve hours.

2. For the coleslaw, mix all the ingredients in a large bowl and set aside.
3. Take out the lamb patties from the fridge and set aside to reach

room

temperature.

4.

In a pan (grill pan if available) heat a little oil till it reaches its smoking point

and place the lamb patties. Cook for 3 min on each side, basting each side with
butter.

5. Put a slice of cheese on the patty and add a little water to the pan. Cover the
pan and let the patty cook for another 2-3 min.

6.

Meanwhile, cut the burger buns in half and toast on another pan with a little

butter until golden brown.
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Assembly:
1.Put a lettuce leaf on the bottom half of the burger.
2.Next, put the coleslaw on the lettuce leaf.
3.Place the lamb patty on the coleslaw.
4.Put a few pickled jalapenos (sliced) on the lamb patty.
5.Spread a little bit of mayonnaise on the top part of the bun.
Onion rings:
1 Heat oil in a frying pan for deep frying.
2.On a tray spread ½ a cup of plain flour, add a pinch of salt and mix.
3.In a bowl add the rest of the flour, salt, garlic powder, and baking powder
Mix.

4.Pour

in the soda water little by little until you get a paste that is not too

runny but thick enough to completely coat the onion ring.

5.Dust the onion ring in the flour.
6.Dip the onion rings in the flour paste and fry till golden brown. Serve hot.

BON APPÉTIT!
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POEM
-Rashida Raghib

An Artist Child
Daydreamer by nature this child of mine,
Be it in the classroom or when sits to dine.
Imagining the clouds into different shapes,
A dragon, a ship or a bunch of grapes.

Loathes to write but loves to draw,
Making things out of cardboard is loved a lot more.
Carving things out of thermocol boards,
Superhero suits, guns and swords.

Struggling to score in exams and low on competitive spirit,
But for love, honesty and compassion deserves full credit.
Ignored, bullied, and easily taken for a ride,
Don't worry my child,
I am always on your side.

It is not easy to raise an Artist child you know,
You tend to face criticism everywhere you go.
You are too soft and care too much, they say,
Children should be made to study all day.

To those who genuinely love and care, I say:

An Artist needs some place to do what they like and little space grow,
And some love and encouragement and appreciation, you know.
Don't expect them to fit in, because they are born to stand out.
With the right support they will shine I assure, without a speck of doubt.
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WHAT'S YOUR STORY?
-Rashida Kanchwala

“Love what you do, do what you love”
This is something I’ve always believed in. I was in Class 10 during the Y2K boom (I’m
sure not many of you would have heard of this). It was the era of computers and The
Internet, and I was fascinated by the entire virtual world that was out there. I decided
then and there that I wanted to become a software engineer. I would proudly tell that
to anyone who asked me what I wanted to do when I grew up. Back then, in my mind,
it was just a fancy term for someone who sat on a computer for the whole day, and
worked in those swanky offices guzzling down tons of coffee. I knew I would love such
a life. My parents were very supportive and were completely approving of whatever
career path I chose, as long as I was willing to put in the hard work. I had one motive
in mind, which was to become a software engineer and I worked day in and day out
for it topping my Class 10 and 12 exams. Eventually, I earned my B.E. degree and
landed my dream job in a multinational company.I was living my dream of having a
career

that

I

chose,

but

I

always

kept

in

mind

Aqa

Maula’s

Khushi

of

having

a

balanced family life as well. With the Dua Mubarak of Aqa Maula (TUS) I was blessed
with a beautiful family, and when my children were born, my priorities towards life
completely changed. I didn’t want to put in the long hours that came with the
lucrative IT job. I wanted to spend as much time nurturing my family as I could. Things
somehow fell into place and I got an opportunity to be a substitute teacher at MSB
Bangalore. This was something I had never thought of, and didn’t think I would ever
do. I knew from my very first demo class that I thoroughly enjoyed it. What started out
as a temporary stint at the time turned out to be the most life changing decision for
me.It’s been eight years since I started out, and there is no looking back. I feel blessed
to be doing khidmat in the cool shade of Aqa Maula’s Nazarat, and teaching these
lovely buds and seeing them bloom in their full glory throughout their time in school.
Nothing gives me as much happiness as being in the presence of these young souls,
learning much more from them than I could ever teach them. In order to fulfill the
vision of Aqa Maula (TUS), MSB provides the best opportunities to the students and
trains us teachers to become adept at contemporary skills, so we are able to give the
best education. As a teacher, I have received so many opportunities, the most recent
one being a trip to Switzerland to attend the WIMUN conference, which I hadn’t even
dreamed of in my life. My passion for teaching is only increasing by the day, and I
wish to keep doing Khidmat and gain Barakat and happiness of our beloved Aqa
Maula (TUS).
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GLOBETROTTER
-Ali Hussain Dahodwala
It is necessary to take a break from our hectic daily hustle to relax and bounce back
with efficiency.

A trek to Kodachadri was the perfect getaway for me as it was the best time to travel
there (September to January). It is a peak with dense forests in the Western Ghats of
South India, 78km from Shimoga. It is declared as a natural heritage site by the
Karnataka Government.

We reached the base point (Nittur) early in the morning in a bus organised by the
Bangaloretrekkingclub53. One can also reach Nittur via Shimoga by bus/jeep. After
having a good local breakfast we geared up with trekking shoes, water bottles, and
snacks, and thus began our trek. The initial route was through a thick forest with
crossings over streams on fallen tree logs. The walk was so tranquil that only the
chirping of birds and burble of the brook could be heard.

Further on, our walk was through an open meadow
that popped up out of nowhere amidst the
thick forest trails. Numerous paddy fields later,
the trail ultimately lead up to a house .

The real adventure of the trek began now.
The path ahead was through the woods climbing
over boulders, walking through a series of seven falls;
each a beautiful sight in its own right.

The interesting part about these falls is that each
of these falls is hidden from one another and yet,
each seems to be more enthralling than the last
one you see. But the most amazing one among
them is the one that is the most secluded and is
situated at the top of the cascade. We all stopped
at this one for about an hour. This was the most
enjoyable part of the trek. Everyone was in the
pool, drenched from the water falling from about
70 feet.
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We

then

continued

forward,

out

from

the

dense

forest

and

onto

a

steep

hill

overlooking the Sharavathi valley. There were just a few kilometers to reach the peak
and yet, most of us were exhausted. This was the toughest part of the climb, with the
sun being right over our heads. Nevertheless, none of us lost the motivation to reach
the top.

Finally, after trekking about twelve kilometers in four to five hours, we encountered a grand
vistas all around. Our lunch with the view of the valley all across the vast sky made our efforts
worthwhile. We completed the trip with a rugged, bumpy, ninety minute jeep ride down the
hill back to the base.

Additional information:
-If going in a small group, one can catch a
train/bus

to

Shimoga.

Shimoga,

either

a

To

local

reach
bus

or

Nittur
a

from

jeep

is

advised.

-Homestays

are

available

near

Nittur

for

freshening up, breakfast, storing extra luggage,
or staying overnight. It is advisable to travel
light. Shoes with good grip is a must. There are
chances
nothing

of
to

leeches
worry

getting

about,

just

on

you.

use

There

salt

on

is

the

area. Easy dry fit clothes are best.

-It is a moderate trek, can be done by first
timers as well.
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MONTHLY BUZZ
-UMOOR KHARIJIYA

ORPHANAGE VISIT
The Premaanjali foundation provides shelter to 120 homeless,
destitute,

and

deprived

children

along

with

the

visually

challenged. As per the guidance of our beloved Aqa Moula
and on the occasion of Children's Day, we got the opportunity
of interacting with a few visually challenged individuals and
distributed

153 apples

Bangalore.

We

to the foundation by Saifee Nagar

experienced

their

abilities,

beauty,

and

uniqueness and looked past their disabilities. All in all, it was a
unique experience for us and got us out of our comfort zone.
We are thankful and grateful for this opportunity.
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MSB EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTE

WORLD FOOD DAY

WIMUN GENEVE

SCHOLASTIC BOOK FAIR

PRATHIBA KARANJI

POSTAL DAY

CHILDREN'S DAY OUT

CLEANLINESS DRIVE

HMUN INDIA

IIMUN CONFERENCE
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WIMUN GENEVE
TThe WFUNA MODEL UNITED NATIONS
held in Geneve from 30th October 2nd

November

opportunity

2019

which

experience

of

was

an

me

the

gave

a

lifetime.

I

was

accompanied by twenty more students
participating
United

in

Nations

this

event.

is

a

Model

simulation

conference that not only teaches you
the problems faced by the countries in
this world, but also shows you how to
face these problems by giving equal
importance

to

every

human

living

in

this world. WIMUN gave me situations
where I had to make decisions not by
what the majority wants but by how
everyone

will

be

equally

satisfied.

I

learned that every opinion has equal
importance. I learned that a leader is
not someone who knows the problem
and

takes

a

solution

by

what

the

majority has selected, but with what
both majority and minority are happy
with. Model United Nations does not

MUN trained me in a way where I
can now prove my point in front of
any audience I get. It trained me to
be

a

good

representative

people working hard every day for
their survival. The three days which
I spent there gave me an actual
experience of what it is to be the
hope

of

a

country,

outcome

of

all

the

hard

famous Cathedral of Geneve, The
CERN, and The Chocolate Factory.

network

solutions for the problems; and not as

having

students but as the responsible youth

thoughts about the world.

leaders.

who

are

the

it

the experience, we even visited the

but teaches us how we get the best

world

work

took to reach there. And, adding to

This

the

a

representative, and showed me the

teach us how we frame our problems,

of

of

gave

us

with

the

opportunity

other

different

students,

experiences

to
all

and

future
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MADRASA JAMALIYA
-By Insiya A.V class 10th

Down to the Garden
We the students of Al-Madrasa Jamaliya went on an excursion to the “Lalbagh Botanical
Garden” on the 12th of August. Lalbagh Botanical Garden is an amazing place to embrace
nature as well as learn of the benefits derived from such a wonderful phenomenon in our lives
that is nature. We departed at 9:00 AM in a bus, all us students were filled with a sense of joy
and excitement for our visit to the botanical garden. After the arrival, we, the students of AlMadrasa Jamaliya went to enjoy the tranquility and beauty of nature around us and we're also
in awe of all the kind of musical instruments made entirely with wonderful bright flowers at
”THE FLOWER SHOW”, which was presented to the viewers at the most attractive spot in the
garden, the glasshouse . After the flower show, our students went on a nature walk around the
garden and were spellbound and amazed to learn about thousands of species of such
beautiful flowers. We even had activities set up by the teachers and staff of Al-Madrasa
Jamaliya where all of us took part in playing games and quizzes, organized for different
classes ranging from 3rd grade to 10th grade. Games such as In and Out, Relay, 100m races,
Lemon and Spoon Race, and a quiz based on the Islamic culture and facts were held. This was
a very useful and knowledgeable quiz for students to learn more about our culture. The
winners

of

the

games

and

quiz

were

awarded

with

exciting

prizes

as

a

token

of

encouragement from Janab Amil Saheb. After the game session, we had a short tea break
where students and teachers alike had a great time, having a good potluck together. Even the
teachers and staff took a trip down memory lane, reminiscing their childhood and becoming
children themselves until no one could exactly differentiate the students and the staff. At the
end of the tour, we had a final nature walk along the lake. We departed the botanical garden
at around 5:00 PM, capturing all our fun and happy moments together with funky pictures,
making them forever cherishable and memorable throughout our lifetime. We the students of
Al-Madrasa Jamaliya thank all the staff members and teachers for taking us on such a joyous
trip and making it a grand success by gifting us with such heart-felt memories together and
also making us students understand the importance of nature and realize the true bond of
friendship and brotherhood.
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CREATIVE CORNER

artwork by

INSIYAH NANDERBADWALA

artwork by

artwork by

ALEFIYA RAJA

AMENA LAKDAWALA

clicked by

clicked by

RASHIDA YUSUFI

TAHER DAHODWALA

clicked by

ABDEALI WASEEF

clicked by

YUSUF ERANPURWALA

clicked by

clicked by

MUSTAFA BADRI

NAQIYAH MALKANI
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TAHFEEZ
With the Dua Mubarak of Aqa Maula TUS and under the guidance of Janab Aamil Saheb,
the Tahfeez committee was formed in Saifeenagar. This committee is tasked with helping
Mumineen to do Hifzul Quran and to achieve Aqa Maula’s Farmaan ke “Har ghar ma kam az
kam ek to hoi jehne pura Quran Hifz hoi” (Aameen). The 1st Hifz session of Hifzul Quran
started on 22nd July. Mumeneen from all age groups ranging from 10 years to 70 years
joined this session with the sole Niyat of attaining Khushi Mubarak of our beloved Aqa Maula
(TUS)

and

till

now

more

the

110

people

benefited

from

all

the

sessions.

Most

of

the

participants thought that they were already perfect with all Surats upto Wal-Asr since they
have been reciting these Surats in Namaaz since many years. But it turned out that they
were lacking in Ahkaam and Makhaarij in many places, which needed a lot of practice and
Tilawat to improve. In these sessions, the importance of Ahkaam and Makhaarij are taught
which provides a strong theoretical base for better Tilawat of Quran. Attendees of these
sessions learnt important basics in Tilawatul Quran- like when to do Gunnah, Qalqalah etc.
This is followed by individual sessions of attendees with the Tahfeez Khidmat guzaars where
Tilawat of each Surat is tested for Hifz and Ahkaam-Makhaarij and corrected for mistakes
wherever necessary, thus making sure Attendees are able to recite these Surats in the way it
should be.It is indeed a fascinating scene to watch so many Mumineen Mardo (morning 78am ane 7-8pm) ane Mumenaat Behno (morning 11:30am-12:30pm ane 7-8pm) engrossed in
Hifzul-Quran, jahaan par koi Aankh bandh kari ne Hifz kare che to koi Shz Husain BS ni audio
suni ne hifz kare che. Koi pura sehen ma tawaaf aapi ne hifz kare che to koi ek corner ma
bethi ne hifz kare che. Well, it’s all about techniques! After taqdeem (pre-test) clearance by
Mulla Husainbhai Rasheed for Hifz, attendees who have completed Juz Amma are cleared
for Online Ikhtebaar. With the Dua Mubarak of Aqa Maula, 5 Mumineen Mardo and 9
Mumenaat

behno

have

given

online

Ikhtebaar

and

all

of

them

have

succeeded

and

achieved Juz-Amma Sanad, and most of them are aiming to complete Hifz of Sana-Ulla
(Siparas 1-5) as quickly as possible. For Sana-Ulla, online 15-minute sessions are conducted
every day individually and a report on feedback is provided on a daily basis to Hifz-Karnaar.

IMPORTANT TIP FOR HIFZ
The 3 rules of Hifz are: Muraja’at, Muraja’at and Muraja’at.

Syedna Mohammed Burhanuddin

(RA) once addressed a group of Huffaz-al-Quran and said: “Hifz karvu aasaan
che, Hifz raakhvu mushkil che” (“It is very easy to memorize but extremely
difficult to revise and recall”)
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The existing sessions of Juz Amma and Sana-Ula’s Online sessions organized by the Tahfeez
committee is coming to an end on Milaad-e-Imaam-uz-Zamaan (AS). Special thanks to the
Mumineen and Mumenaat who have taken special efforts and have sacrificed their precious
time to take part in these sessions and have made these successful, with the objective of
attaining the Khushi Mubarak of Aqa Maula TUS. These sessions have been useful for many and
they are much more confident now doing Tilawatul Quran and have been able to achieve their
Hifz milestone which had not been completed. Below are a few lines on these sessions from
attendees

on

how

it

has

helped

them:

Alihusain

bhai

Dahodwala:

“Aqa

Maula's

farmaan

encouraged me to do the niyat of hifz and Aqa Maula's dua gave me the toufiq and motivation
to

start

doing

hifz.

The

Quran

sessions

with

the

Raza

Mubaraka

of

Aqa

Maula

was

an

additional help which directed my efforts for hifz in the correct, more effective way leading me
to gain Amma Sanad in a quick period”.Rashida bai Hararwala: “Aqa Maula nu Shukr ane
ehsaan ke hamne Quran Hifz karvaani hidaayat didi. Hifz karvani niyat to pehla si hatij magar
ghar ma without motivation and guidance hifz thaatu notu. Quran-Hifz sessions na zarya si ane
Janab na guidance si sahi tarika si hifz thai saku ane Maula ni dua si Juz-Amma hifz thai gayu”.

If you have not joined yet, what are you waiting for?!
Here’s

the

contact

of

the

Tahfeez

committee

member

who

you

can

contact

for

further

details: Huzaifa bhai Hamid: +91 98441 52770.

Tentative date of beginning the next Hifz sessions is 23rd December (26th Rabi-al Aakhar)
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SANAD HOLDERS
-FOR THE ONGOING TAHFEEZ SESSION

JUZZ AMMA
1.Alifiyah bn Zulfaqar bh Unjhawala

8.Huzefa bh M Mohammed bh

2.Sherebanu bn Husain bh Maimoon

Mandleywala

3.Munira bn Mustafa bh Totanawla

9.Alihusain bh Hasan bh Dahodwala

4.Zainab bn Shabbir bh Bangdiwala

10.Tasneem bn Husain bh Bahrainwala

5.Tasneem bn Murtaza bh Singaporewala

11.Mustafa bh Hasanji Kutarwadliwala

6.Ammar bh Moiz bh Dhinojwala

12.Yahya bh Abid bh Hararwala

7.Rashida bn Yahya bh Hararwala

13.Tasneem bn Abdulqadir bh
Cyclewala
14.Tasneem bn Idrees bh Soni

SURAT AL INSHEQAQ
1.Hatim bhai Sh Haider bh Presswala

8.Samina bn Johar bh Dahodwala

2.Mustafa bh Shujauddin bh Maimoon

10.Tasneem bn Juzer bh Beawarwala

3.Shafaqat bh Abbas bh Nicobarwala

11.Tasneem bn Shafaqat bh

4.Alifiya bn Huzaifa bh Khasamwala

Nicobarwala

5.Fatema bn Husain bh Lakdawala

12.Zainab bn Aliasgar bh Cyclewala

6.Fatema bn Huzaifa bh Aziz

13.Zainab bn Husain bh Madrasi

7.Munira bn M Murtaza bh Ezzy

14.Samina bn Huzaifa bh Hamid
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SURAT AL BALAD
1.Aliasgar bh Huseini bh Kohlapurwala

16.Nisrin bn Zulfaqar bh Shakir

2.Haiderali bh Abbasali bh Nicobarwala

17.Rabab bn Sh Aliakber bh

3.Hussain bh Baqir bh Khasamwala

Dhrangadhrawala

4.Huzaifa bh Khuzaima bh Khairulla

18.Sakina bn Talib bh Soni

5.Moiz bh Akihusain bh Zakir

19.Sarah bn Fakhruddin bh Zahabi

6.Mulla Tamim bh Taher bh Izzy

20.Tasneem bn Hatim bh Jhansi

7.Mustafa bh Zohair bh Kalawadwala

21.Zahra bn Shabbir bh Ezzi

8.Sh Abdemannan bh Faizullah bh Shakir

22.Zainab bn Abbas bh Zakir

9.Shabbir bh M Aliasgar bh Bangdiwala

23.Zainab bn Hatim bh Maimoon

10.Moiz bh Idris bh Mandleywala

24.Tasnim bn Yusuf bh Husami

11.Fatema bn Aliasger bh Barot.

25.Sakina bn Talib bh Soni

12.Mariyam bn Shabbir bh Amin

26.Bilkis bn Mohammed bh Khasamwala

13.Munira bn Aliasger bh Kiranawala

27.Nafisa bn Shk Khuzema Ezzy

14.Munira bn Yusuf bh Raja

28.Zainab bn M Maimoon

15.Naama bn Sh Yusuf bh Shakir
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